
HULL 
A ghost in the machine. 

Special Abilities 

 

 Entropy Purge. Damage, stress, and chaos create friction between your spirit and your shell. You can channel 
that friction into a machine, causing it to fail catastrophically. The bigger and more complex the machine, the 
more stress you can unload into it. (About 1 for a music box, 3 for a well pump, 5 for a lightning wall.) 

 

 Equipped. The hull has room to build in up to three slots of tools. Examples include demolition gear (2 slots), 
lockpicks, writing equipment, painting equipment (2 slots), metal shop (3 slots), climbing gear (2 slots) and so 
on. These can be established ahead of time, or through flashbacks. They can be changed out. 
 

 Gearslither. Connect to a complex machine, and move your spirit into it. You can quickly shift anywhere the 
complex machine is connected to see and hear and feel what transpires in that location. If your hull is 
removed, you are trapped in the new complex machine until it is reconnected. 
 

 Meatcage. You have a limb that is designed to fold from your torso and connect between a target’s shoulders, 
unfurling across the back of the neck and shoulders. If a target resists, pressure on nerves and joints is 
instantly unbearable. The meatcage limb allows you to make a single person pliable (or helpless with agony) 
until you release the target. Take this special ability once per meatcage, maximum four. 

 

 Muscle Memory. Sometimes you repair by Tinkering your parts, other times by Attuning to matter and 
memory to regenerate what you are missing with electroplasm. Your memory of your shape and function is so 
forceful that you can regenerate 1d6 stress with mechanical parts or electroplasm once per heist. 

 

 Safecage. The hull has a space in its torso up to the size of a small child that is warded, locked, secured, 
scanproof, and otherwise inaccessible without the hull’s consent. Even if the hull is destroyed, the safe will 
hold together until opened by a lengthy process involving a whisper and a tinker (at least a 6 clock.) 

 

 Symbiote. Your armor was designed to unlock with space for a person inside. While a person is in the hull, the 
hull grants 2 armor, increased strength, and higher mobility to the pilot. The hull can take 1 or 2 stress to add 
+1 or +2 to the pilot’s actions. The hull can also carry a willing target inside but not give up control—then the 
passenger gives up control. 

 

 Tank. Gain 2 armor against physical attacks, 1 against supernatural attacks, and 1 against social attacks. 
 

 Warded Essence. The spirit cannot be involuntarily separated from its hull, or attacked while inside. 
 

 Weaponized. Melee and range weapons are built into your hull. This has fictional effect and adds a level of 
potency. Usually weapons are designed to be retractable, if not concealed. 
 

Tinker Friends 

 Ulvech, junkyard owner 

 Colier, street urchin 

 Farax, former lover 

 Teldrake, mad scientist 

 Mordian, curious whisper 

 Oldrake, crippled sailor 

Items 
0 Voluminous deep-cowl cloak 
00 Metal shop repair kit 
0 Vials of electroplasm 
00 Supply of parts and gears 
0 Welder’s gloves 
0 Book of poetry 

Playbook Advancement 
 

 Assist your crew with an inhuman feature. 

 Find acceptance from outside your crew. 

 Wreck something as big / complex as you. 

 Express a new reason not to go insane. 
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